CPI(M) has Disfigured the
COMMUNIST MANIFESTO
GANASHAKTI with Fire to Serve the FRAUD
The Manifesto of the Communist Party has produced by the
decision of the Communist League by K. Marx and F. Engels. It
was the first declaration of the communist movement on the basis
of scientific communism. No, doubt there was some historical
limitation or error in it, what was even acknowledged by Marx &
Engels later on even they expressed their views on this ground in
its different introductions. But, they did not changed it, because, it
was a historical documents.
No doubt, anyone has right & scope to support or oppose, defend
or decline, protect or deny any documents of any one, but no one
have right to distorted any documents or writings may be its
important or not that does not matter. But, criminals don't care any
policy except crime.
The Communist Manifesto as a historical document, therefore, it’s
out of any alternation, addition etc. Thus, no one have right to
change it or deleted some words or sentence from it or to add some
words in it in the name of translation. If anyone has done the same
misdeed in any books or documents intentionally to gain the
sectarian or some sorts of interest to confusing the concern peoples
or readers of the that book is nothing but disfiguration or
distortion; and sure, it’s very simple that the such kind of
disfiguration or distortion is nothing but cheat and fraud. Even, the
capitalist laws do not allow anyone to do the same. Therefore, if
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anyone has done the same fraud in translation of any book is a
punishable crime by the criminal code of the capitalist society.
But, Leninist bosses did not hesitate to do the same fraud even
with the Manifesto of the Communist Party. Therefore, it was
necessary to write a book on it to open-up the ugly face of Leninist
bosses for the interest of the working class to rebuild the
communist movement on the basis of science of communism.
There-after, “Leninists [CPSU- CPI(M)] has done fraud in
translation of the Manifesto of the COMMUNIST Party Too” a
book, published by the ICWF, July, 2001.
Certainly right, a party with a fake communist Manifesto is never
considered as a communist party, or on the basis of a fake
communist manifesto no party is communist but a fake one. So, no
Leninist party is communist for a communist revolution which is
only job of working class alone. Therefore, all Leninist parties are
enemy of the working class.
Remarkable, the ICWF has published 8 books including – “Lenin
Cheat & Betraying Marx So IMF the World Lord And………” and
all are available at market and at www.icwfreedom.org.
Therefore, anyone can support or oppose all these books or partly
or as a whole or can differ with the findings or views or opinions
described on those books. And at the same time anyone have the
right to quote any things form these books as anyone like to do so.
Or anyone have right to explain all these from various angels to
different outlook in any media including net. Sure, we did it and
will do the same in future to fight the Leninism, which is nothing
but corruption of science of communism, therefore, it’s the shelter
of the decayed capitalism by confusing the workers and thus, it’s
poisonous for working class. So, rejection of Leninism is
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unavoidable condition to rebuild the communist movement for a
communist revolution, which is inevitable.
Certainly, an accused have right to defend by a fair policy by
acknowledging the misdeed, or regret with a firm commitment to
amend the wrong things there-by not to doing the same job in
future or denying the charges with proper documents and proofs.
Even, an accused have the right not only defend but also to frame
the charge against the alligator that brought the false allegation but
after getting free from the charges. Sure, an accused can say by the
genuine proofs with logic that the claim of alligator is baseless and
intentional if so. In this case, it’s duty of defender to show the
records openly and frankly without any fear.
But, an accused have no right to counter attack. But, criminal have
no principles except crime. Therefore, no criminal is free from
exercising the same criminal practice to hide their criminal acts to
gain their heinous interest and to avoid the due course of action.
In this case, Leninist bosses are not exceptional, thus, they has
been doing the same job with us. I think there is no such abusive
terms what they do not using against us including agent of the
CIA; and there is so many authorities of so many on line groups
has expelled me from their face book pages or groups.
Sure, concern parties or their followers or supports have right to
challenged us or they have right to prove the falsehood & lie of
author of the books or particularly in case of the fraud with the
Communist manifesto. Or they have the right to acknowledge the
facts with a commitment to rectification. But, no one even the
CPI(M) the second biggest Leninist party of the world did not do
the same except practicing all kinds of heinous & evil things
including expulsion from their various on line groups.
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Finally, the GANASHAKTI, the official daily news paper
(Bengali) of the CPI (M) has came to the scene to do the same
job. However, what the authority of the GANASHAKTI has done
with me on the case of disfiguration of the Manifesto of the
CPI(M) to serve the fraud for the more & more cheating , and thus
the full conservation of us i also published as follow as :
“GANASHAKTI
MANIFESTO:

ON

Disfiguration of the

COMMUNIST

Date-27-02-2013
A post by SHAH ALAM:
"CPI(M) is a party who has disfigured the Manifesto of the
Communist Party in its Bengali version, even, it has deleted the so
many things including " United action of the leading civilized
countries at least is one of the first conditions for the emancipation
of the proletariat." from it page no-44. But communist manifesto is
yet effective & valid. However, communist is not fraud, But the
CPI (M)? Certainly not free from cheat & fraud to serve the so
reactionary
capitalist
class."
Like: Unfollow Post · 4 hours ago near Dhaka
Bimal Prasad likes this.

Responded by Asim Dasgupta:
"Shah Alam This group is for the pro communist people.
Ganashakti being the official mouthpiece of the party CPI (M)
would not entertain any anti-CPI (M) posts in this group. However
members in this group may have different opinions with varying
ideologies but not at the expense of the party. Hence my sincere
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request to you is to please avoid such posts in future and help all of
us to build this group a stronger and a healthier one.
Thank You,

Admin
50 minutes ago " · Like · 2.

And Responded by SHAH ALAM:
"Accused have scope only to defend but not threatening.
Thanks."
Like · · Unfollow Post · about an hour ago near Dhaka
Asim Dasgupta: Shah Alam It seems you have misunderstood
me.Now this is a case of personal grudge. I don't have any with
you. but here we are to follow certain decorum for the interest of
all. This is the final warning to you. hence forth you will be banned
from this group.choice is yours.
Thank You,
Admin
about an hour ago · Like · 1

Sayak Banerjee : Asim Dasgupta, Brother,why do you lose your
nerve so aptly? Do you even see members or much of others
reacting to his posts??? What he does is not significant.He simply
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copies few antagonistic write ups from various sites which are
commonly known as AN...See More

about an hour ago · Like · 1
Asim Dasgupta: Sayak Banerjee I am not losing my nerve.... In
the past 1 month we have received many complaints against this
person some directly on the group wall and some as message. But
so far we have shown patience and not taken any action against
him. Moreover...See More

about an hour ago · Like · 1
Sayak Banerjee Asim Dasgupta: Brother, I completely second your
opinion but I am sure this bugger will find some way or the other
to malign our serene party & its ideologies.I presume he is an
activist from Bangladesh whose primary political objectives are
way more than communal.So,in recent future let's be much more
cagey enough before we let any doltish individual enter our
"DEN"..
50 minutes ago · Like · 3
Shah Alam Who disfigured the Communist Manifesto, is
communist, and who reviled it is communal???? Sure, corrupt can
say anything except defending.
25 minutes ago · Like
Asim Dasgupta : Shah Alam Different people may have different
views. we do respect all your views. but this is not the place where
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your such anti communists or rather anti-CPI(M) posts can be
entertained. i would request you to go through the description,
purpose and objective of this group once again. If i have hurt your
feelings in any ways i do apologize but am sorry we can't allow
such posts in this group.
20 minutes ago · Like · 2
Sayak Banerjee: Gives rise to buffoons like Shah Alam, when
Communist manifesto is so imprudently misjudged & barked up
the wrong tree. It reminds of the saying "too much cooks spoil the
broth" as too much of anti communism knowledge has spoiled his
"BRAIN
AND
BRAWN"...
20 minutes ago · Like · 2
Sayak Banerjee : I solemnly appreciate your humbleness brother
Asim Dasgupta
17 minutes ago · Like · 1
Asim Dasgupta: Sayak Banerjee Thank You... I totally agree with
your points that you have made in your previous comments. we
need people like you who can show the right path to these kind of
people with such level of patience & kindness...
13 minutes ago · Like · 1
Sayak Banerjee: Asim Dasgupta, I am elatedly obliged my
brother.I shall silently keep on disarming the fascists and
anticommunists with my armed logic who tries to malign our party
and our serene existence!!
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Shah Alam: It is the CPI(M), who has deleted some so important
sentence including " " United action of the leading civilized
countries at least is one of the first conditions for the emancipation
of the proletariat." " from its Bengali version, page-44, in spite
...See More
8 minutes ago · Like
Asim Dasgupta : Shah Alam Most welcome... it's high time you
got to take a stand. either you are a communist supporter then
please refrain your self from abusing this party. or you are anticommunist then sorry the only thing i can say is that we all will
miss you in this group.”
And meaning of the above post of Mr.Asim Dasgupta is very
much clear. Therefore, due to disfiguration of the Communist
Manifesto, what is nothing but a criminal acts, the CPI(M) is also
a corrupt party. Though, the CPI(M) by born was not a working
class party for a communist revolution, rather it was originated
from Bolshevik Party of Leninism.
Therefore, the CPI(M) and its helping organs and divisions can do
anything against working class interest as because, its tools of
capitalism, which can do anything including war.
So, The Admin of the GANASHAKTI can fire me from his
empire.

Shah Alam
Dhaka, 20 April, 2013.
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Published
INFORMATION CENTRE
FOR
WORKERS FREEDOM
Web-site: www.icwfreedom.org
e-mail: whatandwhy2@hotmail.com>
icwfreedom@gmail.com>
shahalam2012@facebook.com.
On line group:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/whatandwhy2/https://www.face
book.com/groups/What.Why/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/COMMUNIST.REVOLUTION
.UNIVERSAL/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/forcommunism/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/COMMUNIST.PARTY.GLOB
AL/
Page: https://www.facebook.com/www.icwfreedom.org
Mob: (880) +01715345006; and 01675216486.
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